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INTRODUCTION

Early Childhood Serv.ices (ECS) is a coordinated delivery system of

re4ional and provincial programs concerned with the developmental

and special needs* of young eb.ildren and their famili4s with particular

emphasis on the preschool years.+ Included in the systeth are government

departments who h'ave res'ponsibility for health, kcial, eaucational and

recreational services for children and their familjes.

This document describes the philoSophy,,the goals, and the progr"am .

dimensions of Early Childhood Services. It is divided into three major

sections:

ACTION I: ECS Philosophy:

SECTION II: ECS Goals:

This section presents the beliefs

and describes the knowledge, both

theory and research, on which ECS

is based.

This section states the goal's of

ECS. These are broad statements

that reflect the direction:scope

and anticipatel outcomes, of .pe

program. These goals are related

to the chlld, the family:, the

staff and.the community.

Developmental needs are the physical, emotional, social, intellectual

and creative needs of all young children. Special needs refer to

those areas where a particular developmental problem exists.

The Alberta School Gr...ants Regulations should be consulted to determine

children who are eligible for grant support.
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SECTJON 411: ECS Program Dimens951A This section outlines'how the

goals are to'be reflected in the

prograns.

,
By describing the philosophy, goals ahd program.dimensions of Early

Childhood Services,'this document specifies whit ECS is attempting to

accomplish with the child, the child's family and the'communify. This

document is to be used by parents stafFand community services as a

guideline for the development, implementetioa and evalu'ation orlocal,

regional, and provincial programs, and for the identification of sitaff

development needs. The philosophy, gOals and prograrli dimensi6ns apply to

all ECS programs including those with a special focus, such as immersion or

bilingual programs.

4



SECTION I

EARLY CHILDHOOD 1fRVICES MILOSOPHY

A. BELIEFS

The beliefs inherent in the Early Childhood Services,system

include:

1. ,,The Child

Each,child is unique and should have the opportunity to develop his'4.

abilities.

Both parents and society should provide opportunities for each child

to develop his abil'ities.
4

-w
The dignity and worth of each 'child must belrespected and enhanced.

Arany.given time, each child is, develOping phys)cally, emotionally,

intellectually, s'afally and creatively. All these areas are related

to and dependent on one another and are of equal importance in the

child's development.

The cAld, whose needs have beep met adequately, is more likely to,

develop into A healthy, 11esponsible and secure person.
"".

The child has a natural curiosity that results in an eagerness to

learn. Providing opportunjties that stimulate this curiosity is

important.

Play is central-qcchildren's learnjng.
..?

rn this document, "his" is

4

denoteeboth his and her.
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'2.

The handicapped child is a person first ahd a handicapped child

second.

The prevention of problems is preferable to remedial treatment.

2. ,T,pe FaMily

-* v TAe dignity and worth of the family must be respected and enhanced.

The family, in its various forMt, .is a fundamental and an important

unit in society. Its function in meeting the developmental and

special needs of childnen must be recognized and supported,

44ek

Effective programs require the commitment of Tarents and other

individuals..

.*

410

Parents have the right and the responsibility to be involved in the

development, implementation and evaluation of programs for their

.children and themselves.

3. Staff

Effective programs require the commitment of staff who possess the

knowledge, attitudes and skills necessary to meet the needs of

children and their parents.
A

1 I-
* Staff with diffe, rent backgrounds of Xraining may be required tpmeet

the various needs of young children and parents..

4. The Community

*

-

L
Because individvals, families and communities are unique culturalh,

eanormically and geographically, Programs should be fqxible and

.responsive to needs.
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Deci sions to operate and/or enrol chil dren who are younger than the

compul sory school age in programs should be voluntary rather than

compul sory.

Chil dreh wi th handicaps and thosg living in de signated 'di sadvantaged
. .1

areas shOuld receive priori.ty.

Communi ty resource persons can assi st in meeting developmental -and

special needs of children antl famil i es.

,

A comprehensive, coordinated, team approach to the delivery of

services is required in order tor meet the needs of.,thildren, parents,

staff and community.

B. PRINCIPLES

Early Childhood Services is based on the following principles:

1. HUMAN DEVELOPMENT IS A CONTINUOUS, SEQUENTIAL, INTERACTIVE PROCESS

1-tuman development i s a continuous prOdess starting wi th s imple

skil 1 s which are gradual ly and comtinuou sly buil t upon and incorporated

into 'more complex skill s. For example, a child walks before he runs,

babbles before he tal ks and plays al one before he plays wi th other-s.

Each child has his own rate of development and each chfld, at any

given time, is de'veloping phySically, emotiopa41y, intellectual ly, social ly

and creatively. He is an active, feeling, Milking, creativei person who

associates wi th others. All these areas of"develppment are rel a ted to and

dependent on one another as the child interacts with his eniironment', both

physical (material s) and st ci al (people). Not only is the chil d influenced

by his surroundings ,but he, in turn, influences his environment by

affecting the behavior of others toward him.

,

9
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Development in one area directly oi- indirectly.affects
,

de'velopment in all ot'Aer areas. For example, the adequacy of a child's

diet .(pre and post-natal) can affect how he grows, how he feels and how he

learns. a

A child's physical characterisPcs can affect his personality,- '

how he feels about himself, his attitudes, emotions and relationships with

. others. The development of language can aid the child's thinking. Anxiety

and stress can interfere with the child's ability to solve problems and to

get along with others.

. Each child needs attention, acceptance and love. He'also needs

to experience and express feelings, be physically healthy and active,

develop language 1(ills rici thinking processes, develop relationships with

others and "express himself in unique and individual ways. Each child needs

to develop a responsible attitude toward pther children and society. The

)meeting of these needs, in an integrated manner, contributes, to the total

development of the child.

.,
4.

2. EARLY CHILDHOOD IS A PARTICULARLY SIGNIFICANT PERIOD IN HUMAN
*

DEVELOPMENT

There is much evidence to suggest that the quality of a.child's

early experiences (including pre-natal) affects his health and physical

developthent, his ability to learn and his personality.

The child'is th ht to be very susceptible and esponsive to

influences in the enviro, ent during the early years. Independence,
..

initiative, decision-makin creativity, ability to learn, ability to

relate to others and feelings of self-worth all have their beginnings in

early childhood. Therefore, the child must receive stimulation and
4 - r

security in order to have his developmental needs Met adequately.

--.
ez

3. -THE SELF-CONCEPT IS IMPORTANT IN HUMAN DEVELOPMENT ri
The self-concept is the image an individual has of himself and

. includes knowledge and feelings about who he is, what.he is like and what

s.

,

,
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he can do. During the early years the child's self-concelat is developing

and is influenced by the way he is treated by significant peOpie in his

environment-- family, peers and teachers. Through his understanding, of how

others see him, the,child learns to iialue himself and decides whether he is

worthwhlle and competent.

High self-esteem results from a positive self-concept and the

acceptance of oneself as a worthwhile person. The child's self-concept

influences his behavior. Usually, the child with high self-esteem tends to

try neW experiences,/ to acquire a greater variety of skills and to relate

to people more easily than the child who feels inadequate. If children are

to develop images of themselves as truly adequate people, they need

experiences that nurture and contribute to their feelings of adequacy and

worth.

4. CHILDREN LEARN THROUGH INTERACTION WITH THEIR ENVIROPIUT

Young children are naturally curious. They learn through

exploring and experimenting with their environments. They also learn by

imitating the behavior of other people and by receiving reinforcement in

the form of affection and approval. -The child's.view of the world differs

from that of adults. Children need time to come to know and develop their

own understanding of their surroundings. ,Young children think in very

Concrete terme, noticing the immediately observable characteristics of

objects and people, suCh as shape or color. They are still laying a

foundation for abstract and logical thinking. Therefore, children need

concrete, first-hand experiences before they are able to understand

abstract concepts. For example, playing with containers of vaious sizes

and shapes can help children develop concepts such as relative weight and

size at a level they can understand. Late, they will be able to

his previous knowledge or it changes his understanding of prior learnings.

Young children learn best through experiencing a variety of enriching,

stimulating situations that involve all the senses: touch, sight, hearing,

understand more complex abstractions such as density and volume.

As the child learns something new, the information is added to
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smell, taste and body movement. The more diverse the child's experiences,

the greater the foundation for the formation of ideas, the development of

language, the solution of problems and the expression of thoughts and

feelings.

Creative thinking is the ability to generate.more than one answer

to a question or solution to a problem, to use everyday materials in novel
4

or unusual ways, and to use one's imagination in play. The child's own 1

discovery of kn ledge can be encouraged by asking "Whaf if", questions

that suggest ma y possible answers, by enabli9g hiM to try out his own

ideas and by pro iding materials and activities that stretch his

imagination.

In summary, young children need concrete, first-hand experience

with a variety of lmaterials and people in order to 4uild a.solid foundation

for later abstract learning. They need experiences that lead to the

development of logical thinking, reading, writin.g and mathematical skills.

They also need experiences that encourage creative thinking, stimulate the

imagination and develop non-verbal ways of understanding and expressing

ideas. Children need to be encouraged to e)spress their ideas in a variety

of ways, whether through art, movement, music, drama or language.

5. PLAY IS CENTRAL IO THE CHILD'S DEVELOPMENT

Play is a central and necessary part of the child's development.

It is an activity a child has freely chosen, is under his control and is

not dominated or imposed by an adult. Play is a major avenue for learning

and, with its, risk-free atmosphere, provides a natural opportunity for

young children to add to their knowledge, learn new skills and to practise

familiar ones. it provides many situations in which the child observes,

discovers, reasons and solves problems. Play brings together physical and

intellectual abilities, emotional health, creativity and the ability to get

along with others.

Parents, early chillOhood staff and communities must provide the

materials, time and space so that play is an integral part of every child's

12
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day. They can carefully plan and provide.opportunities that capitalize on

the natural tendency to pl-ay. For example, playin§ with water 0 sand can, .

if the apRropriate materials are made available, provide.the-c6Tid with-the
;

experience'of feeling different textures and hearing differenti sounds,

Jielpjng him undetstand concepts such as weight, size, shape4 roughness or

smoothness. f prOvided with such opportunities and ailbwed choices.as to

how he Wishes to use the materia-ls, the child Will select activities that (

reflect his'needs, intere s and developmental level.

6. PARENTS ARE PRIMARY AGENTS IN THE CHILD'S'DEVELOPMENT

The first and most significantevironment of the child is

provided by his immediate family. There is increasing evidence that,

i-ndividuals learn from the first days of life. Since the parents or their

equivalents contrOl and structure the environment, they become the child's

first teachers. Parents, through their daily contact with the child, help

him develop ideas, language, and an understanding of the world and.his

place in it. They are intimately involved in meeting the child's basic

physical needs jncluding,adequate nutrition and health. 'Similarly, they

meet the Child's need for love,' security and 'relationships mith others, and

provide stimulating activities that allow the childAo express himself

creatively. Many things influence the parents ability to meet the needs

of U'ieir childr'en. For exaMple, the adequacy.of the mother's diet

infldences her energy level and thus her ability to eff6ctively stimulate

her child, and,knowle0e of child4develoTerient assists the mothbv to provide

appropriate mental stimulation.

Social and technological change, economic conditions and

geographic mobility have resulted in changes in the Structure and function--

of the family. To be better prepared to meet these changing conditions,

parents _need the opportunity to enhance their knowledge and skills in

working with young children.

.ft

a.

13
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7.. THERE IS NEED FOR COORDINATED, RESPONSIVE SERVICES

There are many ag,ies 6oncerned with providing services to

young children and their fam lies. Rarents and staff need to know what

services arekavailable and how to obtain them. A system of cooperation, at

the local and regionYl.levels, is required in order to deliYer pro§rams

that meet the needs of children, parents and staff.
4

The coordinat,ion of services is often suggested as ohe means to
411k

achleve a more comprehensive, resprrrTive and less fragmented system of

services. Coordination maY-be achieved through communIcation and

cooperation &nong services with respect to personnel, facilities and

funds. Through cdordinating,services, separately admigistered health,

educational, recreational and social programs should operate as a network

of services that collectively meet the needs of children, parents and
**

staff.
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SECTION dI

EARLY ,CHILDHOOD SERVICESVALS

The goals of Early Childhood Services are based on the beliefs and

principles described in Section I. They prov4de the.direction, scope and

anticipated outcomes of the program for children; parents, staff and
,

community services. The gdals are as follows:
4

1. To enhance the-physical development of young children. This includes

the provision of adequate health care, particularly.nutrition and

dehtal care, and the development of gro§s 7flotor fin otor and

percWual motor skills.

2. To enhance the emotional and 'social.development of young children.

This includes the experience and expression of feelings, the

demonstration of independence and the Ovelopment of positive

relationships with others.

3. To contribute to the development .of a positive self-concept in young

children. This includes the knowledge, acceptance and appreciation of

oneself as an individual and an acceptance and appreciation of others

as individuals.

4. To enhance the intellectual development of young children. This

includes the-, development of thinking processes and the acquisition and

use of language.

5. To enhance the creative development f young children. This involves

the use of past experience to develop new ideas, novel approaches or

original products and includes the expression of self through creative

thought, language, music, moyement, drama and art.
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6. To contribute to the involvement oflparents. Involvement includes

taking part in the development, implementation and evaluation of ECS

programs.

.7. To enhance'the knowledge and-Skills required by staff to develop,

implementgand evaluate the ECS program.

8. To contribute to a comprehensive, coordinated system of early

childhood services which includes:

too a% providing opportunities for individuals, families and

communities to identify needs as they relate to young

children and to work cooperativefY toward meeting these

needs.

b. identifying gaps in services.for yoting children an their

. families.

c. using ex-isting service% for young c.hildren an0

40
families.

d. developing and providing required services.

e. planning and implementing a coordinated delivery of services.



SECTIDN III

PROGRAM DIMENSIONS

INTRODUCTION

11.

This settion describes the program dimensions*cif Early Childhood

.Services. Based on the philosophy and goals described in Sections I and

II,, the dimensions are: physical development, including health and

physical skills; social development; emotional development; self-concept;

intellectual and creative development; parent involvement; staff

development and community services. The d sions are divided into

obectives for parents, staff, community s rvices and young children. The

objectives identify the b.asic components of ECS progra'ais and provide

general guidelines for the development, implemeitation'apd evaluation of

programs, while allowing for flekibiLity in meetinTthe unique needs of'

local programs. This section provides a kasis from which a.variety of
,

appropriate methods for meettng the needs of,Children and their families

may be developed and applied.

Dimensions 1 to 5, whICh correspond to the areas of child

development, have been separated for clarity and emphasis only and are not

mutually,exclusive categories. For example, creative expression is an

a. intellectual process i.e., forming ideas, as well as an emotional

experience i.e., expressing feelings. Similarly, the child's selflconcept

influences, and is inquenced by how he performs physically, socially and

intellectually. In attempting to achieve thei-goals of Early Childhood

Services, only those methods that recognize and contribute to the

interrelatedness and interdepehdence of the child's development should be

considered.

The emphasis in this section is on the developmental needs_commori

to all young children. However,. Nie children and thejr families

experience difficulty in particular areas of development. A "special

needs" category has been included to encompass these.

1 7
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.Responsibility for Program Dimensions

,Early Childhood Services is a system of local, regional and

provincial programs. While the family has the most significant

role, the responsibility for melting the.developmental and special needs of

children is oftem shared by local programs, regional coordinating

committees, govgrnment departments and service agencies.

The dimensions describelon the fpllowing pages apply to parents

and staff involved ih local ECS programs as well as to community services

(including government departments) that share, with local programs,

responsibility for meeting the health:social, educatiOnal and recreational

needs of young children and their families.

Parents-, staff and community services are expected to apply the

following dimensions in a manner appropriate, to the particular needs and

the developmental level of each child.
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1. HEALTH AND'PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT

HEALTH
4

To ensure the adequate health of young children, it is important

for parents, staff and community services to:

1.1 recognize the need for adequate physical and dental health in

young children.
\

1.2 provide.an environment VIA obtainf and maintains adequate

physical and dental health in young children which includes:

a. providing an environment free of knoT factors that cause

accidents.

b. providing an environmept free of known Pactors that cause

illness.

1.3 use children',s health needs (physical and dental) as a bas4s for

program planning.

1.4 acquire knowledge and unarstanding of good nutrition which

will encourage:

a. providing nutritious food.

b. planning activities and providing information aboUt

nutrition.

c.' 'assessing attitudes regarding nutrition and developjng

strategies for change if required. -

SPECIAL NEEDS

Some young children have special health needs. Programs should:'

identifY and assess health problems in young children.

1.6 assist young children, who have health problems.

""'

.13



PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT

o ensure normal physical development of young children, it is

Limportant parents, staff and community services to:
A

1.7 acquire knowledge and understandingof the physical'levelopment

14.

of, young children which includes:

a. assessing what the child is able to do physically.

b. recognizing and accepting individual differences in vphysical

development.

use children's physical_peeds as a basis for'program planning.

plan activities and provide materials-that-contr'ibute to the

development of physical skills in young children.

4

To enhance the physical development of youq chilkiren, programs

should prcNcisde the opportunity for young chitdren to:

1.10 develop eoss motor skills. These skills invOlve large muscle

iftiv y and are present in

niovdnents such as crawling,

walking, running, leaping4

jimping ? hopping, galloping,

skipping and climbing.

1.11 to develop fine mótqr skills. These skills involve muscles in

the arms, hands and fingers. They

'include finger speed, arm

steadiness, arm and hand

precision, finger and hand

dexterity and are present in

,activities,that involve the

manipulation of small materials.

4
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1.12 to deyelo0 perceptual motor These skills involve the ability

skills. to combine information received

from the sense organs with a motor

response. For example, I

coordinated movement such as

catching.or kicOng involves the

use of perceptual motor skills.

,

The i4ortant perceptual motor skills iqclude:

a. body awareness the ability to discriminate

- body parts and understandIheir

function.

b. spatial awarenesses:
,

the awareness of how much space

the body occtipies and the abllitY

to move the body through space

effectively.

,,.

c. directional awareness:. ,-the awareness of direction:

left-right, up-down, etc.

0}

-d. temporal awareness.: the sense.of timing fundamental to

all coordinated movement.

e. sensory awareness: seeing, hearing, touching,

smelling and tasting.

SPECIAL NEEDS

In addition to the above, Dpme children have special.needs

related to the physical area of development. To adequately meet these

needs programs should:

2i
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1.13 identify and assess physical and sensory problems in young

children. .

1.14 assist children eth physical and sensory handicaps.

II-

t;

22

4
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-' 2. SOCIAL DEVELORMENT

To enhance the social development of youni children it is

importapt .for parents,..staff and community servicetfto:
A

2.1 'acquire knowledge and understanding of the social development of

Young children Which includes:

a. asseSsing how the child interacts with others.

b. recognizing and accepting individual differences in the

social development of children.
,

2.2 recognize and accept each child AS an individual, as a member of

a family, peergroup, community and particular culture.

2.3 4nhance feelings of mutual respect, acceptance and caring among

children _and adults.

2.4 construct an environment that encourages,social interaction among

children and aduZs.,

2.5 use children'sv,identified social needs as a basis for program

plannint.

2.6 plan activities and provide materials thatencourage the social

devel,opment of young children.

4

To enhance the'social development of young children, programs

should provide the opportunity for young children to:

2.7 develop positive relationships with others (family, peers, ECS

staff and other adults in the community).

23
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'2.8 cooperate wi th others'.

2.9 share wi th others.

2.10 cope wi th interpersonal confl ict.

2.11 devel op an awareness of the needs of others and an acceptance' of

individual di fferences.

Z.12 devel op an awareness' of the communi ty whin ilicTiLks resources

such as bl ock parents, hospi tal s, etc .

,
_.

take part as a member of a group which includes:.

a. giving and following directions

b. 1 i stening to others
,

c. giving help to and receiving hel p, from peers and adul ts.

2.13

SPECIAL NEEDS

Some chil dren have di fficul ty wi th -Interpersonal_ rel ationships.

Programs shoul d:

2.14 identi fy, asseand assi st chil dren who are having di fficul ty

getting al ong wi th others. ,k
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3. EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT

To enhance the emotional development of young children, it is

important for parents, staff and community services to:

3:1 acquire knowledge and linderstandihg of-the emotional needs of

youngchildren which.includes:

a. assessing the emotional needs of the child.

b. yecognizing and accepting individual differences in emotional

development.

3.2 provide an environment in which the child is accepted, respected

and feels secure.

3.3 assist the child in the recognition and appropriate expression of

feelings.

3.4 use children's emotional needs as a basis for program planning.

.plan activities and provide materials that encoui-age the

emotional development of young children.

To enhance the emotional development of young children, programs

should provide the opportunity for young children to: 4

3.6 recognize, accept and express their feelings.

?;4
3.7 cope with failure and frustration.

3.8 express anger in appropriate ways.

3.9 give and receive affection.
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3.10' demonstrate appropriate behavior.

3.11 develop independence.

3.12 make decisions.
x

3.13 develop initiative.

3.14 become involved in self-directed activities.
,

SPECIAL NEEDS

,

..

I

dr

Some Childnen have special needs related to their emotional

development. Programs should:

3.14 identify and assess emotional problems in young children.

3.15 assist young children who have emotional problems. .

4.
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4. SELF-CONCEPT 66ELOPMENT

A child,s sel f-concept is central to al 1 areas of dev-el opment.

The child' s perception and feel,i4Igs about himsel f influence, and are

infl uenced ,by, hOw he perforin-s/ physical II, lectu'al ly, soci al ly and
, -

creatively. Therefore, in order to contribute to the development of

-posi tive sel-f-concepts iyoung chil dren, it is important for parents,

staff and communi ty ser ices. to:

4.1

21.

acquire kno 1 edge and understandiing of the factor that

contribute the development of a posi tive sel f-concept in young

chi 1 dren.

,

.4.2 accept and value each child as a 'worthwhile human being which-

includes respecting the chil d' S family, 1 anguage and cul ture.

4.3 plan activi ties which hel p 'the chil d to express how he feel s

, -
about himsel f.

4. recognize individual di fferences in sel f-concept and use these as

. a basis for program pl anning.

4.5 - pl an activi ties and provide material s . that encourage the

development of a posi tive sel f-concept.

To enhance the devel opment of a posi tive sel f-concept in young

chil dren, programs shoul d _provide the opportunity- for young chil dren to:

4.6 acqui re knowledge and acceptance of themselves as worthwhile -

individual s which includes acceptance of their lünitations.

4.7 acquire knowledge and abceptance of others as worthwhil e

individual s _which includes acceptance of their Strengths and

1 imi tations.

4



4.8 develop and maintain pride in family, language and cul tural

heri tage.

- .

4.9 develop 'feel ibgs 'of sel f-worth as a result of experiencing

competence and succeSs.

SPECIAL NEEDS

,

Some children have very low sel f-esteem which can affect al 1

aspects of their behavior and performance. Programs should:

. 4.10 identi fy and assist chil dren who have low sel f-esteem.

6
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: 5. INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT

impprtant

5.1

23.

To enhance the intellectual development of young children, ityls

for parents, staff and community services to:

acquire knowledge and understanding of the intellectual

development of young children which includes:

a. assessing the intellectual needs of the child;

b. recognizing and accepting individual differences in

intellectual development.

use children's intellectual needs as a basis for program

planning.

5.3 provide an environment that encourages self-directed learning.

5.4 plan activities and provide materials that encourage the

intellectual development of children.

To enhance the intellectual development of young children,'

programs should provide the opportunity for young children.to)

5.5 select, plan and organize their own learning activities.

5.6 'develop positive feelings towards learning.>

5.7 develop observation skills which includes obtaining ,information

"'about objects and events through use.of the five senses.

5.8 acquire _knowledge and understanding of the properties of objects

and everts in the environment which includes:

23
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(a) classifying objects according to common properties.such as

colar, size, shape and textupe. -

(b) comparing objects according to size, shape, mass, volume and

weight. .

(c) arranging objects or events in logical order.

(d) measuring according to a unit of measurement.

(e) pairing items according to common relationships.

5.9 develop an understanding of,the relationship between cause and

effect. //

develop concepts related to number, space and time.

Idevelop questioning and problem solving skills.
b.

develop language skills which includes:,

a. using sounds, Words and grammatical structures.

b. understanding and using language in descriptive, narrative or

explanatory

c. using language for communication with self and others.

d. understanding and using language to express feelings, ideas,

needs and ,observations.

e. increasing knowledgp of words and their meanipg.

f. giving and following veOtal diredtion;.

SPECIAL NEEDS

Some children have special needs in the intellectual area of

development. Programs should:

5.13 identify andassess learning problems in young children.



*

5.14 assist young children with,learning problems.

5.15 identify, assess and assist persistent speech or language

,

/

difeiculties in young children.

c
,

/
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6. CREATIVE DEVELOPMENT

Creative thinking is the ability to use past experience to'

'generate new ideas. It is basic to all creative self-expression and

creative problem-solving and is indicated by:

(a) using imagination and ysing Materials in novel and unusual

ways.

(b) giving more than one answer to a question.

(c) finding more thavne solution to' a problem.

Present in all children, including those with special needs,

creative thinking is a process of exploration, experimentation, invention

and discovery, often resulting in a visible form, or produc, that

communicates a child's thoughts, ideas or feelings. Separated here far

emphasis only, the ability to think and express oneself creatively pervades

all areas of development: physical, emotional, self-concept, intellectual

and social.

To enhance the creative development of young children, it is

important for parents, staff and commuhity services to:.

6.1 *acquire knowledge and understanding of creative developmeatia
-s

children.

6.2 reco9nize and appreciate the creativity present in all children.

6.3 , develop attitudes that encourage the expression of creativity in

young children.

6.4 recognize and accept individual differences and preferences in

creative expression.

32
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6.5- plan activities and provide materials that encourage creative

thinking and expression in young children.

?

6.6 use-the need for children to think creatively and express

themselves creatively as a basis for program planning.

*
6.7 ( respect unusual questions and imaginative ideas.

To enhance the creative development of young children, programs

should provide the opportunity for young children to:

6.23 explore the properties of a variety of materials,and objects

includinTnatural and man-made objects, art material, soUnd and

movement.

6.9 try out their ideas' within a safe, supportive environment.

6.10 express their ideas, perceptions, feelings and thoughts through

. the use of language, sound, shapes, colors and movement.

-6.11 develop a fleXible, open-ended approa'ch to the solution of

problems.

6.12 enhance the sensitivity and selectivity of the sense

6.13 express themselves in a spontaneous, uninhibited manner through a

variety of media.

6.14 produce original or unusual ideas and products.

6.15 use imagination and fantasy and pretend to be different people,

objects, shapes, colors etc.

33
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6.16 develop skill in Asking questions.

1

6.17 develop receptivity to new experiences.

,
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7. PARENT INVOLVEMENT
Ito

To contribute to the involvement of parents, programs should

provide the opportunity for parents to:

7.1

7.2

I.

identify-t)eir needssin terms of the philosophy, goals and

program dimensions in this document.

use these needs as a basis for planning and implementing programs

that provide opportunities for parents to:

a. enhaNe their knowledge 'and acquire the skills and attitudes

necessary to meet the developmental and special needs of

their children)

b. be irlvolved in advisory and decision making activities

related to policy development, administration, program

planning, implementation and evaluation.

c. be involved as teacher of their own child in the home.

d. be involved as a special resource.

e. be involved as an aide in a centre or home program.

f. be involved in advocacy roles on behalf of children.

g. be involved as support to the program through such activites

as fund raising, providing materials or preparing

newsletters.

SPECIAL NEEDS

Programs sbould provide parents of hnticapped children with the

opportunity to:

7.3 receive adequate information about their children's handicap and

its implications.

%
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7.4

I

be involved in deciding about placement and programs for their

children and transfering program techniques into the home.

7.5 increase their coping ability through belonging to particular

interest groups and associations.

0. 4
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13. STAFF DEVELOPMENT AND 60MMUNITY SERVICES

31.

For Early Childhood Services to achieve its stated goals it fs

important for parents and staff,to identify and use community and regional

services concerned with young children and their families. From the child

and family's perspective it is important that these services be perceived

as accessible arid coordinated. Therefore, to meet the needs of children

and their families, it is impokant for staff to:

8.1 identify their staff development needs in terms of the

-philosophy, goals and program dimensions in this document.

Procedures for determining staff development needs include:

a. idenlIfying areas of child development and programming where

knowledge.and skills may be inadequate;

b. acquiring the necessary information on child development;

c. acquiring the skills necessary to plan, implement ahd

evaluate a program which recognizes the relatedness of

children's developmentalLneeds;

d. using appropriate methods for identifying and meeting the

special needs of children and their families.

use staff development needs as a basis for in-service programs.

8.3 identify community and regional resources which can be used to

meet the' needs of young children and their families.

-

8.4 use human and physical resources to enhance the content of local

prograis. For example, a swimming pool or a creative dance

'program.

8.5 consult experts in the community, when appropriate.

8.6 - plan, implement a d evaluate procedures to enhance the

coordination of s vices for young children and their families.

4
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Local programs, community services and government departments

should:

8.7 identify needs of the commun'ty for early childhood 'services An

health, social, educational br recreational areas.

8.8 identify gaps in health, social, educational or recreational

5'

se vices for young children and their families.

8.9 prdeure.and/or provide services if and when the need is

identified by staff, families or communities.

8.10

8.11 I

SUMMARY,

use and support existing community services that meet the special

needs of young children and thq,ir families.

encourage the independent yet coordinated functioning of services

for young.children and their families.

4

This document provides basic direction for parents, staff and

community services to develop, implement, and evaluate programs that are

responsive to the developmental and special needs of young children and

their families,
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